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Guest editor Sarer Scotthorne, along with co-editors Paul Hawkins & Markie Burnhope were 
particularly keen to receive submissions of the following to Issue 3 of Boscombe Revolution & to 
further issues: 

*work which interprets 'revolution' from a women's / feminist perspective  
*work from Black women and other Women of Colour 
*work from poets and writers of all genders, sexual orientations and dis / abilities 
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Sarer, Markie & Paul thank all who submitted their work to Issue 3 & to Birgitte for the artwork. 

THE SHORT ART STATEMENT for WHITE COWS 

This installation was a new subtract derived from an idea of a series of 5 storefront art installations 
for the Meat Packing District of Copenhagen, that I was assigned to create back in 1996, based on 
the fact that the first fashion week in town was located in a former slaughterhouse; The Hall of the 
Axe. How ironic is that! Meat. So I responded with an anti-commercial. 
The essence of White Cows is a culmination of an obsession with female beauty in literature, media 
& fashion. A comment on female beauty & the methods & extent used, to which people will go to in 
order to achieve this: Nanotech for life-extending & body-beautiful surgery, future dna 
manipulation, products containing animal products…  
'White Cow' & 'Eurotrash' is what I was labelled by our landlady in the Danish Ghetto on Ethel, 
Studio City, LA, when living there back in 2004. 
The mirrored twin metaphor is derived from Jaques Lacan’s ‘Theory of Mirrors’ in which he 
describes babies self-recognition. There is a certain model for classic beauty which are copied  & 
multiplied to benefit corporate financial hierarchy. And women we do this by ‘free will’; a 
narcissistic self-adoration, mirroring ourselves in other women’s eye-catching appearance.  

Birgitte Moos  
November 2014 

http://www.birgittemoos.com


Orca Play 

De-haired, moisturised, pink thong, push-up bra,  
she stands in front of the mirror, tapping her fingers,  
I don’t want to, her jaw tense, I don’t want to,  
she whispers, I don’t want to, breathing fast – 

The killer whale body-surfs his weight onto his prey, 
drags the toy out to deeper water, 
flings it, spinning, loose-bodied, into the air –  
guzzles down, grunting. 

She doesn’t cry, wraps herself in her blanket’s embrace, 
dreams of ballet dancing and violations on the staircase. 

Lucy Humphreys 

Smile, Baby 

Is not a friendly hello, 
is not even a greeting. 
Brings to mind the song, Don’t call me… 
or That’s not my name… 

It jerks me from where I am, 
jerks me from who I am, 
jerks me into noticing not you 
but your belief public space is your space. 

What if I said, Wash your hair, 
go on a diet, work out, 
smile for me? 
Would you? 

Emma Lee 



HER ELEPHANT LOVE 

He is addicted to hurting her, and to memories of the 
Sweet, luscious death of a jealous opiate. 

On days like other people’s days, 
He says “Paint me an elephant.” 
She says “I will,” because she never says “No.” 

Her pencil scritches and scratches, 
Tracing the holy beast on the bright, white wall, 
Under the hot, bare bulb that makes her eyes sweat  
In the dead of the humid night. 
The low, sparse sounds of flesh and drugs  
Being bought and sold on the street below, 
Splatter through the open window. 
If her mother could see her now. 

She takes her paints, and with a dainty brush 
She caresses the godly creature 
Into being, stroke by fluttering stroke. 
Not he, nor she. But it. 
No domination, no salvation, her life reset to zero. 
The elephant and the artist, understanding each other. 

She bestows the eyes of an Arabian princess, 
The belly of a truck driver, 
A glut of arms to embrace her. Completely. 
Ganesh - solidifying into existence 
At her pigmented touch. 
Absorbing her fever with still silence 
That could be wisdom, or indifference. 
She paints the present into the past. Sated,  
She kissed its undulating trunk, and smiled. 
“Here is your elephant,” she said, 
And left her key on the unmade bed. 

Julia Boore 



To this day 

I remember, it was 2007, I think. I was standing at the bus stop opposite Sainsbury’s in Camden. 
You know the one? It’s pretty much opposite The Underworld. Been to a punk gig, some touring US 
hardcore outfit, but I forget who exactly. I had to get back to Hackney. So there I was, standing 
there, drunk but not pissed, and there’s this guy – he was Italian, or Greek, or Spanish or 
something – and he’s screaming in this woman’s face. A girl really, barely nineteen by my 
reckoning. And there’s at least twenty of us, all strangers at the bus stop, just praying the fucking 
254 will turn up. He’s screaming in her face. You slut. Whore. Frigid cow. Spittle gathering at the 
sides of his mouth. It’s like a froth, whipped cream-white. And the thing is, I don’t believe in white 
knights. I shed my shining armour. Chivalry should be dead. That’s all sexist shite. Right? So I did 
nothing, and I got on the bus with his spit still flecking her face, and that image, it still haunts me 
to this day. Seven years on I think what she’s up to, how it all panned out, and what the answer 
was. 

Gary Budden 



Woman 
            
My history is a story of long-suffering. 
I suffered anguish, attack, and condemnation. 
My story is a tale of survival. 
It tells that I survived. 
  
From one era to another- 
From one generation to another- 
From a decade to another- 
And you are born to see my persecution. 
  
Your history is not sincere. 
Your story is false. 
All politeness is mere cruelty. 
All respect is only hypocrisy. 

Your blood-stained index finger 
Indicates me as a weaker sex; 
Your lip service pays tribute to my sexuality. 
You regard me as a sex object. 
  
I asked many questions. 
But all remained unanswered. 
When I talk of feminism, you nauseate. 
When I speak of equality, you show your muscle. 
  
You are rational; I am emotional. 
When I demand for my rights, you say it’s wrong. 
You think-you are strong and I am beautiful. 
But these beauty contests & compliments won’t end my suffering. 
  
I am not tired of suffering. 
I am also not frightened. 
My past witnessed my sitting idly. 
But it is not the end. 
  
I will not stop questioning. 
I will not prefer sleeping. 
I will always raise my voice. 
I am still alive.  

Amitabh Dwivedi 



The Cleaning Cupboard 

Sandwich board tabard; woman cleaner. Men don’t wear tabards, wear navy polo 
shirts monogrammed in gold; 21st century heraldic branding. 
Remove tabard, remove label, cold wash, short spin, dry flat. 

I don’t care about cups of tea with upstairs cliques, leave me in peace with 
 instructions and a closed door. I want to get this done and get out, 
cycle home to the domestic peace of my son eating breakfast. 

The cleaning cupboard, where old cleaning equipment goes to die, 
brooms full of chewing gum, paint and glue are abandoned, hazard signs pile up on dirt 
crusted surfaces; clutter of silty buckets, broken mop ends, 
filthy ceramic - what you might call a butler sink – 
 rows of opaque bottles of watered-down cleaners, 

yellow, pink, green, yellow, pink , green, 
on sloping shelf, tops randomly unscrewed, carelessly unscrewed, 
waiting to fall, accidentally 
fall, onto mud-puddle, hairball floor; splash in your eyes. 

There are waves lapping at my feet, the cupboard is filling with water, I look behind me 
for the door, disappeared, a solid wall of rock behind me, the water rushes on, gathering pace 
and depth. Tall columns appear on all sides, black and hexagonal. I leap onto a flat stone, a 
few feet above me on my right side, cling on and haul myself up its dark, slippery surface, 
water whooshes on, spraying against the sides of the cupboard. Mops, buckets, signs and 
bottles are washed away, the sink disappears, Henry hoovers are tossed into the relentless 

current. 
I am on the rocks, looking down onto turquoise water, 

crashing sound bounce off basalt columns. In front of me 
a six-sided opening to sky and sea, 

sky and sea, 
another rock formation, slow larva, luna maria, 
erupted millions of years ago, a wonder. 

I look up up up into a cathedral of basalt sound, 
Finn Macool’s place for building bridges. 
A cave of melody. 

Lucy Furlong 



In It Together 

I didn’t always hate you. When I was young, I thought we could do anything together. I even 
thought we could fly. I don’t remember jumping but I remember the aftermath. You were broken 
and bloody and I was in pain. That’s when I started to blame you for everything. 

When you got boobs, I didn’t think they were big enough. You gained ten pounds, and I thought 
you were too fat. I bought push-up bras and starved you on a diet of lemon water with honey until 
we could fit into the perfect bathing suit. 

It got bad. I fed you poison made from barley, grapes, corn and wheat. You got your revenge in the 
morning, every time. When I was really sick of you, I let boys abuse you. Eventually, I let a parasite 
grow inside you. In retribution, you gave me morning sickness and midnight cravings. I named the 
parasite James and together, we pushed him out. 

James didn’t hate you the way I hated you. He slobbered on you and grabbed you and sometimes 
he hurt you but mostly he clung to you like a life preserver. James loved you even when you got a 
tummy and cellulite. I started to treat you better. I took you on long walks, with James in the 
stroller. 

It didn’t get any easier, though. I made you clean houses for hours on end and you punished me 
with doctors’ visits, but I only made you work harder. You creaked and groaned, but I told you that 
you had to keep going. And to my surprise, you did. 

I don’t think we’ll ever learn to love each other, but I think we can forgive each other. From now on, 
we’re in it together, OK? We’re in it for James. 

Amy Biddle 



Shrooms  

The giggles come on first. She’s laughing at her fingers  
as she moves them. He thinks she’s weird. 

It’s a cold house. She hides under the duvet,  
under extra blankets, shivers. All the lights are off. 

They walk into a storybook illustration. Lying on the bed,  
he, looking at the ceiling, she, on her side, facing him –  

He becomes a giant, a slowly breathing meadow-landscape. 
She sobs quietly; so as not to wake him. 

Lucy Humphreys 

Bless Me Father 

for I have not sinned. 
Yes, I slept with her, 
and slept with him. 
I'm not sorry. 

Kevin Reid 



imagined a place where we could be good together(?)] 

i may not, 
as i told you last night, 
be, 
as a gay white male, 
co-opting black female culture, 
but i am, 
i suppose, 
co-opting an Other’s: 

Sad White Girl, 
why do you cry? 

i cannot explain myself, 
but i can tell you: 
Apple/twigs can capture me 
like an Instagram pic 
of a pine in moonlight 
or an 18yo cutie( 
both accounts having 
>100K followers). 

i'm not sorry 
i would say rn 
“I love you,” 
but i don’t mean it 
whatsoever 
to sound like 
infatuated romantics; 
rather, 

fuckboi, 
i'm asking: 
please be kind to me, 
as you have been so far, 
for your kindness 
has been good to me/ 
has made it easy for me/ 
has made my flaw shut 
down in a way gay 
man culture has not. 

Dom Schwab 



A Few Dead Republican Girls     
 (an Amerikkkan poem; read as ‘Dead Conservative Girls’ in UK) 

A few dead girls. That’s what it’ll come to, after legal access 
is overturned completely: a few botched abortions, 
a few dead daughters   (the more beautiful the better); 
golden children of rich Republicans undone by their parents’ plans.  

But not toooo rich, a platinum card buys a lot of doctoring; 
a private jet can fly someone anywhere — 
to France, say, where Gramma goes for Alzheimer's stem cell therapy, 
or Switzerland, where the Old Man himself is said to travel for Parkinson's.  

Just rich enough; just loved enough, 
a female Isaac whose Abraham dad becomes appalled, 
stricken by grief, repents.  

Already, multiple States have multiple laws outlawing choice, 
stayed only by reluctant Federal hands: 
hands now untied, fists curled to demand Obedience, 
slamming blows on shameless sluts across the world, 
to send them, weeping, to the compassionate arms of their Savior….. 
…….Well, that’s the plan.     

Like bowls of colorful condoms now removed from college halls 
so sexed up kids can just shower in cold water and tough it out, dammit; 

like scrips for The Pill unfilled by ethically compromised pharmacists 
who shouldn’t bring Religion to work in their lunchpail; 

like ‘Pledges’ and ‘Promises of Chastity’ sworn before dad in the livingroom  
yet forgotten by the bike shed;  
like all plans to legislate human sexuality, and yet forget that humans are involved— 

this plan will ultimately fail, fall victim to too many victims, 
an overturn doomed to being overturned. 

And except for those unfortunate daughters, who find themselves  
in bad circumstance, with no medical help, no legal recourse, 
in a decade or two of the dying things will go back to what they were. 

All it takes are a few dead Republican girls: woe be to them. 

Rose Drew 

  (a version of this appears in the Occupy Wall Street book of poems) 



Grapefruit Juice 

Just a tiny sip 
From the first exploding fizz 
Hold it on your tongue 
Tingling as the bubbles die 
The sweet fruity flavor 
Of 70% juice 
Like childhood again 
When 70% sweetness 
Was the most I ever had 
When my heart bled 
Like a broken bottle 

Sasha Kasoff 

aboy 

my nursery school hook 
           nailed to a ceramic tile 

                              of a daffodil  

                me to my mother 
       helping me with my coat 

when I grow up  
                to be a girl 

and the long space left  
                in place  
             
                             of a response 

Markie Burnhope 



The 5 Bus 

I wasn't old enough to take the subway by myself when I started school in midtown, so I had to take 
the bus from Washington Heights.  It took more than an hour each way, and I had to be at school 
by 8:15.  And, no, I did not make it most days.  I was 11 when I began going, starting the 7th grade.  
Manhattan beyond where I lived was unknown territory, utter fucking wilderness.  On the Number 
5 Bus, I learned all about where I was welcome and not welcome.  From Broadway to Riverside 
Drive, and down through Harlem to the Upper West Side, and then across 59th Street.   The city 
did not belong to me.  Did you see the ladies with the hats, my grandmother once asked.  Indeed I 
did.  They were there every day -- old Jewish ladies with headgear that looked like Easter bonnets.  
What were they doing on the 5 Bus?  Sometimes mean, sometimes kind, old buddies gossiping up a 
storm.  They saw me as often as I saw them, didn't they?  They only smiled at me once though.   
And it was the trip back that got me -- stuck in rush hour traffic and wanting so badly to be back 
uptown.  When we got to Harlem, I would think, we're almost back, and count the streets as we 
went north again  In the gridlock, I studied sculptured cornices and the sweeping bas relief.  You 
could see how beautiful 125th was before it was caked with grime, crumbling.  Heroin was 
everywhere then, filling up every empty space; buildings had their punched out windows tinned 
over to keep squatters out.  On 135th Street, there was a stretch of street with nothing but ornate 
iron railing between the river and the road.  Sometimes fog made you feel as if you weren't in New 
York anymore.  Sometimes that place was magic, the gateway to someplace other than we were. 

Linda Mannheim 



Image is everything – 8:50 

Hey you!  
You up there on the statue, can I take a few shots for The Times? No, not with the girl.  
Just you. 

Do you see me? 

I see you ninja stylee spiked red hair swagger – front-page priority 
CK boxers peeping out of black skinny jeans 
Knees poking out of your 18 holes-mean 

Do you see me? 

I see you plastic gangster scowl tell no tales - headline ready 
I see studied bravado round your smuggler's smile 
Stormy grey eyes sharpened to a point - fragile 

Do you see me? 

I see you wired ripples relentless bantam weight - newsworthy 
I see fear-tangled hands fiddling your missile-full kitbag 
Yeah baby I see you. I've Instagramed your strut - right 

Image is everything  

Hey you!  
You up there on the statue, can I take a few shots for The Times? No, not with the girl.  
Just you. 

Just look at me! 

She is sitting by the pigeons discarded, overlooked, upstaged...Just me 
The comma of her smile, the rhythm in her eye, the measure to her hand...Just me 
I am just, me. 

Just look at me! 

She is sitting inscribed in the smoulder-throng of bodies, incandescent…The Girl 
Student embers flock, expectant. Fire-refined, twice-tempered…The Girl 
She’s all that.  

Just look at me! 

I am the oxygen to your intense. I am the untamed to your violence…just me 
I am the full-frontal to your tempest. I am the pirate to your delinquence…just me 
Camera. Action. Pose 

Myriam San Marco 



File: Sword Parts.svg 

Sword_Parts.svg (SVG file, nominally 36B, or C,  
550 x 310 pixels, between 10 and 12 stone  
file size:30KB). 
This image rendered as PNG, 5’9”/10” in 
other widths: 20px, 500px, 1000px,200px,  
46 years and progressing. 
Description English: Labelled diagram of a sword, 
bleached hair, scabbard financially viable. 
Francais: Diagramme avec chocolate, lables d’une ‘epee 
Chardinet et de son foureau. 
Date April 2014 – status sexually active. 
Source derivative of file: genetic imperfections: Sword Parts.jpg 
Author traced be user: Limitations Stannered; original by Nathan  
Robinson of my Armoury. women cando.com 

I don’t have cause 
to use an English  
    sword. 
I have never had 
the opportunity – the 
chance of re – enactment. 
Well if I had, 
I may have been given 
a dress to make me 
look more buxom and 
steered towards 
the making of bread and 
kitchen chores that 
everybody knows 
was the part for 
every ancient English 
broad. 

Sarer Scotthorne 



After the women are freed 

You talk to me about equality, and how we’re now all basically free,  
you say you don’t need that feminist crap  
ugly man hating women who are lost in the past 

Yeh that’s opinion but it’s not fact,  
it’s a rape culture world and men run the racket: 
what was she wearing, was she out on a date with him? 
not reliable – sober -- or maybe she just lying ’bout him 
      
So the fights are over now, and everyone won 
feminism’s obsolete, the battles are done 
then tell me, why’s it that statistically speaking 
a woman will be killed just while I am reading 

A female job is valuable just try and find a nurse  
or a teacher or an admin, yet the pay is just two thirds what a man gets  
for work about the same skill 
his time more valued, does he really pay more bills 
is a builder really better than the one who takes your temperature  
and that’s just if you figure that a nurse is only female and a joiner never is 

So tell me, what kind of world will it be 
what will life be like after the women are freed 

I’m talking to YOU boys now it ain’t up to the girls 
rape is not about high heels and tiny little skirts 
it’s for power and control that you are missing from your life 
you take it out on someone else to boost you up inside 
if you wanna stop a rapist it’s not down to the booze 
Teach your sons not to rape! that’s easy to do 

And rape CULTURE, what the fuck is that 
we had roofies in the 70s but now they hunt in packs 
and the little bastards film it and they post on the web 
so the victim’s raped AGAIN AGAIN it’s fuckin with her head 
next thing-- she kills herself -- and now your victim’s dead  
  
Women are your equals we aren’t better than you 
don’t need a pedestal or damn doors held for us too 
Open doors to JOBS and Opportunity: treat equal skills  
with equal pay and see what ALL achieve 
then-- we all put on our sexy shit, go dancing til the dawn is red  
this game of king? I’m sick of it! 
planet needs all of our skills to hope to save what’s left of it  



You say the fights are over now, and everyone won 
feminism’s obsolete the battles are done 
so tell me, why is it that statistically speaking 
a woman has been killed just while I was reading 

what kind of future world could it be 
what would life be like if the women are freed 

Rose Drew 

He broke the law, social media won 

A Member of Parliament releases a statement: 

There was an incident… (she was left wincing in pain) 
I have apologised to her...   (has she forgiven you?) 
She was partly to blame… (the police cautioned you for assault, not her) 
The media have exaggerated… (can a public servant choose which laws to obey?) 
It was a small matter… (1 in 4 female and 1 in 6 male constituents don’t agree) 
It was a domestic matter… (social media and online petitions made it public) 
I have been forced to stand down… 

Emma Lee 



I WILL SEE GREAT THINGS  

We closed our books and  
returned the borrowed time  1

 With no mirror  
on the mountain, I put my lenses in blind  2

We left no forwarding address 
and hid our bridges 
under moss and fallen branches  3

But doubts and loves  
dig up the world   4

Silence said:  
truth needs no eloquence   5

their hearts will split open like seed-pods  6

It took me years to grow a heart 
from paper and glue  7

Because all life is a splitting open.   8

You are a heavy man and I have my own 
skin to lift  9

We have paused for the rest of the afternoon  
so that we can learn to breathe again 
Some momentary awareness comes 
as an unexpected visitor  
Her voice carries 
like a mosquito, wining in the thin air 
Oh, heart 
why can’t you learn 
that there is nothing to do in the world  
 except to live in it?  

Kyra Hanson 

 Foyle Young Poets of the year 2010: Evie Loannidi - ‘Make the How go with you’1

 Foyle Young Poets of the year 2010: Catherine Oliver - ‘Ascent of Touhkal’2

 Foyle Young Poets of the year 2010: Evie Loannidi - ‘Make the How go with you’3

 Being Human Neil Astley (ed): Yehuda Amichai (1924-2000) German born Israeli poet  4

trans. from Arabic by Stephen Mitchell - ‘The Place where we are Right’

 Being Human Neil Astley (ed): Mourid Barghouti (b. 1935), Palestinian poet trans. from Arabic 5

by Radar Ashour - ‘Silence’

 22nd Aldeburgh Poetry Festival 2010: Luke Kennard – ‘The Migraine Hotel’ (Salt 2009)6

 22nd Aldeburgh Poetry Festival 2010: Dorianne Laux – ‘The Moon in the Window’7

 22nd Aldeburgh Poetry Festival 2010: Luke Kennard – ‘The Migraine Hotel’ (Salt 2009)8

 22nd Aldeburgh Poetry Festival 2010: Jack Underwood – ‘Gottlieb’9



Escapade 
  
In my father’s house are many stanchions struts 
structures 
a fat sofa settles in self-pity  

mother’s miasma haunts the hall windows weep for lost opportunities and the door is stopped 
stuck  
I seize the steam iron 
press and press 
push and push with the rolling pin 
until I’m wafer thin 
then 
secretly slide my unbaked self through a crack in the foundations to emerge 
raw 
into the blinking world 

Barbara Donne 

TURNED 

So knowledge needn’t be hard won. 
How she’d make him turn  

another corner, knowing round it  
was a perfect patch of Earth 

with softer weeds, a wall of shielding silver 
birch. How nesting came to her. 

How dreams, without a roof, flew  
her in an elephant-shaped air balloon  

over the lie of tomorrow’s  
land, and then that tiger – 

chasing her out of sleep in time to meet it  
eye-to-eye in the village square – really there was  

a circus stopping for breakfast 
as they ate theirs. Knowledge  

needn’t be hard, hard  
won, she’d try telling him. 

Agnes Davis 



More information on the poets & writers in Issue 3 

Emma Lee has published two collections, Mimicking a Snowdrop and Yellow Torchlight and the 
Blues. She blogs & reviews for The Journal, London Grip & Sabotage Review magazines. 

Amitabh Dwivedi is an assistant professor of linguistics at Shri Mata Vaishno Devi University, 
India. Research includes preservation of endangered languages. He’s been widely published. 

Rose Drew is a poet, anthropologist & mom, hosts open mics, co-owns Stairwell Books. Rose’s 
poetry has been published in newspapers, books & journals. www.yorkspokenword.org.uk 

Amy R. Biddle is an avid traveler & dangerous daydreamer. She co-runs the e-zine Underground 
Book Reviews & recently published her debut novel, The Atheist’s Prayer.  www.amyrbiddle.com 

Sasha Kasoff is a published poet, writer & teacher. Her poetry can be found in two self-published 
books as well as in anthologies, magazines & other literary presses. 

Kevin Reid is the creator of online collaborations >erasure, >erasure ii & Wordless, an image/text 
collaboration w/George Szirtes (KFS Press). He edits short poem webzine Nutshells & Nuggets. 

Lucy Furlong’s work has been widely published; her poetry map, Amniotic City, was reviewed in 
The Guardian. She was a 2014 Forward Prize poetry nominee. http://www.lucyfurlong.com 

dom schwab is a Chicago-based reader/writer of poetry/prose. Their work has appeared online & 
in print, but mainly on the blog http://anxiouslollygagging.blogspot.co.uk/ & @domschwab  

Agnes Davis’s play Lala was shortlisted for the Medicine Unboxed Prize. Her poems appear in 
various publications. www.agnes-davis.blogspot.co.uk 

Kyra Hanson is a poet, writer & one time intern for Influx Press. She works at the Poetry Cafe in 
Covent Garden & currently writes for The Heroine Collective.  

Gary Budden is co-founder of independent publisher Influx Press & works as a fiction editor for 
Ambit. His writing has appeared in numerous magazines & journals. He lives in London. 

Markie Burnhope is a poet, editor & disability activist. Their books include The Snowboy, Lever 
Arch & Species. Markie self-identifies as disabled, neurodivergent, non-binary & genderqueer. 

Sarer Scotthorne is a published poet & editor, plays with film, teaches Kung Fu & Creative Writing. 
Her first published collection is The Blood House. http://thebloodhouse.wordpress.com/ 

Barbara Donne graduated in English Literature & Politics, published a novel in 2013 & wrote the 
winning short story for the 2012 Christchurch Writing Competition  www.barbaradonne.co.uk 
  
Lucy Humphreys is a multidisciplinary artist & shamanic practitioner, writing for page & stage. 
Her performance pieces integrate intuitive dance and vocal improvisation with poetry scripts.  

Poet Myriam San Marco runs several open-mic events in Bournemouth as Word Maker, performs 
regularly herself & runs writing workshops. She’s been published in magazines & pamphlets.  

Julia Boore studied English Language and Literature at Reading University and has never lost her 
passion for words. She is a writer of poetry and fiction and a mixed-media artist. 

Linda Mannheim's most recent book is Above Sugar Hill. Eimear McBride has said: “Mannheim’s 
restive tales of her desiccated stretch of New York provoke and abide like a slap.” 

Hesterglock Press :: https://hesterglockpress.wordpress.com/ :: twitter @HesterglockP
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